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Snvjted Paper: Symp. on Macroscopic Features off Heavy-Ion Collisions, Hakone, Japan,
Sept. 2-3, 1977

Microscopic-Macroscopic Features in Fusion

Reactions Involving Light Systems

D. G. Ko«ar

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439 SJSA *

I. Introduction

In the last few years a large fraction of heavy ion studies

have focused on what in the most general tesrns may be described as an

investigation off the macroscopic features observed in these reactions;

namely, how the reaction strength i s distributed and on what characterizes

the average behavior of the various reaction chauanels observed as function

the experimental parameters of bombarding energy and masses of the

projectile-target combination. The reason for such interest arises from

the fact that the observed behaviors are greatly different from that expected

based on conventional theoretical models which had bean successfully

applied in understanding results obtained in light ion induced reactions.

In this context, my talk will deal with the question of the distribution of

reaction strength as function of energy and mass for reactions involving

light to medium weight systems. The focus of the talk, however, will be

on those features observed in fusion data which are anomolous and suggestive

of the importance of the detail nuclear structure of the projectile and target

and the compound nucleus formed.

By aocqttanoe of tUts w c K .
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For the mass region under discussion (10 s A . s 40)
proj, targ

the distribution of reaction strength plotted as function of 1/E has been

found to show the general behavior illustrated in Figure 1. The curves

represent the total reaction and compound nucleus formation (fusion) cross

sections. This energy dependence has been discussed extensively in the
fl—3)literature where several classical models have been presented to

provide an explanation. At low energies the total reaction cross section

is dominated by the fusion cross section, 0 , and penetration of the

potential barrier is understood as the mechanism governing the magnitude

of the fusion cross section. At higher energies ©, reaches a maximum

value and then remains constant or decreases as the energy increases

becoming a much smaller fraction of the total reaction strength. This

'"saturation"1 behavior is understood in the simplest picture as resulting

from the reaction dynamics where the centrifugal plus Coulomb forces

for the largest partial waves prevent the two nuclei from reaching the

""critical'"' distance necessary for fusion to occur.

When these models were proposed a couple of years ago to

explain this observed behavior (Fig. 1), a series of measurements were

started at Argonne to investigate the fusion cross section behavior for

light systems. Two striking and unexpected features in 0, (E) were

observed in these first measurements * . The first unexpected behavior

noted was that when the measurement* were made with high precision

oscillatory structures were observed in the afn (-E) for some systems. The

2C + 2C and O+ 2C systems shown in Figure 2 illustrate this. The

second feature was the observation of a sudden change in the maximum
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value of 0__ (E), fli. e. , o***33 ,̂ for systems which differed by only one or
fas fus

16 52
two zmcleons. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for the O + C and

O + C systems where a « 200 mb difference in uf can be observed.

na&x
As can also be observed in the figure the increase in 0. 2s accompanied

cus

by the disappearance of the oscillatory structure. With the data available

at the time, we noted that the magnitude of the ©_ could apparently be

correlated with whether both interacting nuclei were in the lp shell or

whether at least one was in the 2sId shell. This observation of a ""shell"

effect together with the oscillatory structure in the fusion cross section

excitation functions suggested that the microscopic properties {i. e. ,

the detailed structure) of the interacting nuclei play an important- role in

the fusion process which had generally been considered to be governed by

the macroscopic parameters of the nuclei involved.

To investigate this further, clearly more data for other

systems were necessary; not only for other light systems, but also for

somewhat heavier systems in order to put these results into some perspective.

Shown in Table I are the systems we have studied at Argonne and elsewhere

in the last year or two, and the people who have been involved. Also listed

are those systems studied elsewhere which will be discussed, in this

talk I have attempted to collect together much of the available data

in order to try to establish what characterises the fusion cross section

behavior for re ictions involving light systems. Secondly, in order to

try to more quantitatively establish what constitutes anomolous behavior
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comparisons of macroscopic model predictions to these data will be

made. Finally, a brief discussion of some of the possible explanations

of the observed behavior will be presented.

H. Experimental Details

Before presentation of the results I believe it is important

that some comments be made regarding the measurement techniques and

pome of the inherent uncertainties associated with cross sections reported.

In the Argonae measurements the fusion cross sections were established by

detection of the evaporation residues, fin this mass region the cross

sections for fusion-fission are of negligible magnitude. ) Used in all the

measurements reported was either a &E-E silicon surface barrier telescope

employing a thin (3.6 pm) &E detector or an ionization chamber with a silicon

surface barrier £ detector inside . Shown in Figure 3 is a &E vs E two

dimensional spectrum observed for the C + C reaction. The point to

be made about this system is that as can be seen in the figure the evaporation

residues are not far removed from those reaction products potentially

resulting from direct reaction processes therefore »nafcii»g identification

12 t2
of the fusion yields somewhat uncertain. In this regard the C + C

system is the worst one studied and in our quotation of 0, for such systems we
tus

included yields for all Z > Z .. At our energies and for the systems we studied
proj

estimates can be made which indicate that our yields to a small uncertainty

do accurately represent the fusion cross sections. At higher bombarding

energies, however, the situation becomes increasingly more complex and
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as shown in Figure 4 for the N+ C reaction a sdbstraetion procedure

using predicted energy spectra shapes for the residues has $0 be employed

to extract fusion yields* .

16 4
In the £i£ vs E spectrum for O * Mg shown in Figure 5

it can be seen that identification of the evaporation residues i s rather

certain. For such systems, however, targets free of contaminants such

as C or O are very important since their fusion products can fall into the

region of the &JE vs E space which overlaps that of the target studied. The

12

presence of such contaminants (especially CJ have created problems in

several recent studies. In our case, a cryo-shield which surrounds the

target has been employed and possible c'.rbon buildup monitored in a,

kinematic coincidence setup when the occasion warranted it.

The final example is for the O * Ca reaction where *c-rc

spectra are shown in Figure 6 to emphasis two potential problems for these

measurements. At low energies, for all systems where the energies of the

recoiling residues become small, the &E signal for these residues begin to

fall into the same regions as that of the elastic tail, in addition, care must

be taken that multi-scattex-ing in the &E detector does not affect the

efficiency. The spectrum of O + Ca at 104 MeV indicates the problems

which will take place at lower energies. It should be remarked in this

regard that the gas ionization &E detector has great flexibility with its

ability to have its pressure adjusted to optimize for the energy and system

being studied. At higher energies, as illustrated with the O + G»

reaction at 214 MeV, there is simply tha problem of distinguishing the



yields corresponding to evaporation residues from that corresponding to

""strongly damped"" reaction products. In oar case, as is probably obvious

from the figure, ££ie yields in the ambiguous region are small and the error

bars shown on our quoted cross sections are a conservative estimate of

this uncertainty .

of the angular distributions for the light systems

studied are shown in Figure 1 for the C + C, C + O, and C + F

(51
reactions . As can be seen, measurements at the extreme forward angles

(i. e. , ©, -~ 2—3 } are important to accurately establish the cross sections.
•»

Examples for the heavier system O 4 Ca are shown in Figure 8. Left-

right monitors were -ased to monitor the beam direction, and together with

left-right measurements with the fusion detector allowed us to establish the

angles to generally better than . 02 . The elastic scattering, mi»»ured

simultaneously with the evaporation residues in the fusion detector, was then

normalized to Rutherford scattering at forward angles in order to establish

absolute cross sections. An example, for elastic scattering for O + Ca,

is shown in Figure 9. Using optical model fits these are used to establish

the total reaction cross sections which are quoted.

HI. Experimental Results

(A) General Comments

Shown in Figures 10—13 are the fusion cross section excitation

function*, for several of the systems for which measurements were performed at

Argonne, Also shown in the figures are the results of measurements performed
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elsewhere. In tho case of the Argonaae data the solid points indicate fusion

cross sections obtained from full angular distributions and the open circles

indicate measurement* at a single angle. Close examination of the cross

section behavior for the various systems shows that In some cases

disagreement between different measurements can be observed., although

on the whole there is quite good agreement considering that absolute cross

sections are being compared. The importance o£ establishing as precisely

as possible the absolute cross sections will be emphasized in the following

discussion of the comparison with theory where the behavior over a large

energy is? an important quantity to be extracted from the data. This consideration

was one of the motivations for the somewhat lengthy discussion of experimental

techniques presented in the previous section. A significant fraction of the

data shown in Figures I©—13, especially those at low energies, were obtained

in v-ray measurements where relative errors of perhaps £ 5% are quoted, but

the absolute cross sections are uncertain in many cases to ± 25%. In

most figures these large uncertainties in the absolute cross sections for

the ^measurements are not indicated. The solid and dashed curves in

the figures are theoretical fits and predictions to be discussed later.

CB) Oscillatory Structure

As can be observed in Figure 10 and Figure 11, or (E) for the

C + C and C + Q reactions show pronounced oscillatory structure

over a sizeable energy range. Precise measurements at lower energies
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have previously reported sharp structures in the excitation function to

134)energies well below the Coulomb barrier . The otner system which

shows pronounced oscillatory structure at energies well above the Gou'omb

16 ll»
barrier is the O + ' O system. Results jfcr this system measured by

Kolata, et »!, are shown in Figure 14. (Recent measurements

at Argonne of this O + O are found to be la agreement with those

shown in the figure) . Measurements performed on the other systems

studied indicate that no sucir pronounced structure exists. Possible

indications for weak structure in the C + C system**7 and the

O-f Ca systems are present in the excitation Junctions, however,

within -errors the data ie consistent with a smooth energy dependence.

Decomposition of the fusion cross sections for the C + C,

O \ C and O + O reactions into their various channels sh< j that

the structure is primarily associated with single or multiple a-evaporation.

Shown in .Figure 15 is the decomposition of the fusion cross section for the

G 4 C reaction into the various £ channels observed . As indicated

in the figure the oscillatory structure in the total fusion cross section is due

to the Ne channel; the other Z isotopes show smooth energy dependences.

More precise information can be obtained in y-ray measurements where

the final nuclei are identified uniquely. Such data are shown in Figure 16

for the O+ C reaction* ' where it i s clear that the structure in

20the total fusion cross section is due mainly to Ne; in this case

2 a-removal. As has benn pointed out by several authors the a evaporation



is fed primarily by the high J-values of the angular momentum distribution

ia the compound nucleus. Hence the fusion cross section behavior observed

must be associated with the largest i-partial waves brought into the reaction.

It is also appropriate at this time to discuss briefly measurements

©f other reaction channels for these reactions in which there is evidence of struct

correlated with that observed in the fusion cross section excitation functions.

Shown in figure tl is a comparison of elastic scattering, inelastic scattering,

and fusion cross sections made by Ccrraier, et ai. " for the C + C

system. As can be seen in the figure the correlation of the * true iu res seen

in the various channels is convincing. Similar results for the O t C

system are shown in Figure 18 where the inelastic scattering of the

Q{ Q, O) C(2 ) state labelled (A) in the figure ia compared with three

fusion cross section excitation function measurements (labelled B—D in the

figure). Again there appears to be rather convincing evidence of a correlation.

These correlations are not fully understood at present and indeed warrant a

much more detailed discussion which I will return to later. It is *lso of

interest to remark here that optical model calculations which fit the

C + C and O + © elastic scattering as function of bombarding energy

predict total reaction cross sections which also show oscillatory behavior.

"Shell Effects"?

From Figures 10—14 it is clear that for those light systems

where data at high energies exist the fusion cross sections reach some

maximum value and begin to decrease. It is only for the snore massive
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O + Ca and S * Afg *y»tem» that jrf (£} appear* to remtin constant as

one foes to higher bombarding energies. Thin observed behavior as function of the

mass of the systems is consistent with behavior predicted by Gi*s and

Mosel based on simple C&alomb potential considerations* \

The !^|*X extracted from the data shown in Figures 10- 14

together with cither reported results lor systems involving Ip shell and

2*13 shell projectile-target systems are plotted in Figure 19. A* can be

seen in the figure there appear* tc be a sudden increase in G- for these

systems involving a projectile or target in the 2sId shell, whicb as previously

mentioned was suggested ae possible evidence of a shell effect. Withou*

f cing into details ? *re, the arguments for such an effect are Quite reasonable.

The magnitude of Q{ in this high energy region is determined by

the value of R , fi» c. * the distance necessary for fusion to occur} which in
138 }a microscopic description is sensitive to the valence nueleons which are

responsible for Ivm lying levels which provide a "doorway" to the fusion process.

Calculation of m«*it sfuar# *ua.dii in a harmonic potential predict a

* 20% change in cross section consistent with that observed .

However* recent data for two systems contradict this

bchavio* As snows in Figure *9 the magnitude of the t 5N+ 12C system is

*<**•?** xt nave a magnitude of * 1100 mb in both measurements at Saclay

* Argonne . Morccver, recent measurements reported for the

' ".̂ e + I2C »yst*m t l5*23J indicate a fueion cross section of ** fSOO mb in

rather sttikisf contrast to the * f 100 mb observed for t»* other systems

studied i*volving a 2sId »ucl«o*. Finally, the 3 2S + 24Mg system, where
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two 2s Id nuclei are involved as opposed to G + Ca where only a single

2s id nucleus is involved, would in the simple shell crossing picture be

predicted to have a larger a™**. In fact, oj)** for 16O + 4°Ca ie observed

to be larger by 50-100 mb.

(D) Mass Distributions of Fusion Residues

Results of several systems studied in this mass region have

been compared with the predictions of evaporation calculations. Based

on these comparisons it i s generally agreed that these calculations reproduce

rather well the observed behavior. Without going into any detail here, the

comparison for the N + C reaction has been shown in Figure 4 and the

results for the S + Mg system are shown in Figure 20. As can be seen

for systems quite light to rather massive, the agreement is sufficiently

good to conclude that the evaporation process is proceeding very much as

expected.

IV. Comparison of q, (E) with Theory
JUS

<A) Clas and Mosel Fits

Shown in Figures 10—t4 are fits to the data using the Clas

and Mosel formalism 'where the interaction radius and barrier (R_, VJ,

the critical radius and barrier (R ., V .) , and the potential width (fitu) are

varied. The curves shown in most cases are those reported in the literature

and the parameters are listed in Table n. In most cases rather unambiguous
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parameters for V and R_ can be obtained for the low eneigy region,

although the systems showing oscillatory behavior provide some difficulties

in establishing unique parameters. On the other hand, the determination

of R . and V . i s in many cases difficult because ofcri cri '

either the lack of data at higher energies ox the presence of inconsistencies

in the data. Fcr the O + Ca and S + Mg systems, rather unambiguous

values can be obtained. For the * O 4 Mg and O + Mg systems,

no data are available and V . = 0 was assumed* . For the lighter isotopes,
(41 )

following the lead of Sperr, et al. a value of V . = -10 MeV was

taken and R . adjusted. This procedure results in quite good fits to the

data in most cases, although in the case of the C + C and N + C

systems the data at high energies are underestimated.

(B) Low Energy Region

While the Glas and Mosel formalism provides a very good

way of parameterizing the a, (£) results, it i s difficult to discuss the

physical content of these parameters outside the context of some model.

Shown in Figure 21 are interaction radii and nuclear potentials calculated

for a number of systems across the periodic table by Ngo, et al.

using the energy density formalism. As shown in the figure

the plot of rj = R^iA^3 * A 2 * / 3 ) versus Z J Z ^ A J 1 ' 3 A 2 * / 3 ) and

V (r) versus r . indicate that the predicted quantities define "universal"

curves applicable aver the periodic table. Using these curves the

interaction barrier V . . defined as ,
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V12 =

can be predicted for any system, where r is determined from the upper

plot in Figure 21 for the system of interest and V (r ) from the lower plot.

In order to place our results into aome context, I have taken t ie indicated

behavior of r_ versus Z.Z /(A. + A- ) and extrapolated the curve into

the region of our reactions. This is shown in Figure 22 together with the

values of r obtained in our fits to the data. As can be seen the r

extracted from the data fluctuate enormously from system to system with

the addition or substraction of one or more nucleons to the interacting nuclei.

It should be noted that the extrapolation of the curve of Ngo, et aL to low

Z jZ_/(A. + A_ ) may not be justified; however, the figure serves the

purpose of illustrating the large differences in r which are observed

for the various systems. Similar behavior for Cl induced reactions has

(43 1previously been noted

As noted in the paper of Ngo the precise magnitude

of V (R) in the region near the interaction radius i s very important.

While V(R) is a slowly varying function in the neighborhood of

the barrier, V._ is not much influenced by small changes in V (R).

However, changes in V^JR) may have a large effect on the derivative with

respect to R and may significantly shift r_. Such an effect can easily be

seen by comparing a standard Wood-Saxon potential to one to which a

small surface term has been added. While the barrier height changes
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by a small amount, the change in the radius can be significant. Hence

surface effects or ""nuclear structure"" effects can strongly effect the

interaction radii and very possibly are the explanation of the large

fluctuations observed in extracted interaction radii shown in Figure 22.

While it is clearly of interest to see whether theoretical

calculations of the real ion-ion potential which attempt to include structure

effects are capable of reproducing the observed r extracted, it is also of

interest to ask the question of whether experimentally it is possible to get

more information regarding this potential. Experimentally, there does

potentially exist another piece of information regarding the potential which

has in general not been utilized. Specifically, studies of elastic scattering

(44 45)
with optical model calculations have shown * that despite the parameter

i_ '"cities which exist, the value of the real potential is in many cases

well determined at some particular radius. This is illustrated in Figure 23

where several real potentials obtained in fits to the elastic scattering of

O + Ca at E,_H = 75 MeV are plotted. As can be seen all the real

potentials despite differences in geometries and depths have the same

magnitude at R = 9. 9 fin. As discussed by Vigdor, et al. , if one now

assumes a Wood-Saxon potential and require it to pass thru the points

determined by elastic scattering ( R . V ), and the points determined by

the fusion cross section data (R_, V_, and R . , V .) then this potential
!• l c n crx

can be compared to those predicted ' ~" Such a comparison is

made in Figure 24. As can be seen in the figure, none of the potentials
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come very close to the potential shape established empirically, although

if 3 1the Bass potential which will be discussed later comes the closest. An

interesting feature of this analysis is that *he fusion cross section is found

to he extremely sensitive to the diffuseness of the potential. This is

illustrated in Figure 25 where several potentials each const Tainted to pass

thru the points (R - VJ and fR . , V . J with different difffusenesses arer xx * e n era.

used to calculate the fusion cross sections. The use of elastic scattering

together with the fusion cross section data looks very promising as a

technique for obtaining more detailed information regarding the ion-ion

potential than might previously had been thought possible.

(C| Comparison with Bass Model

In discussion of the behavior at high energies, the Glas

and Mosel parameter V . and R _ obtained in fits to the data can be
cri e n

compared. Such a comparison, however, is somewhat inconclusive because

of the large uncertainties in these parameters which arise in many cases

from the lack of data at high energies. To put the high energy fusion cross

section behavior into some context, it is desirable again to compare the

experimental results with model predictions. In the following the prediction

of the recently proposed model of Bass will be compared to our results.

Since the predictions extend over the entire energy region under discussion

here, the low energy region will also be compared.
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(3)Bass yecently presented a model wliere existing fusion data

was used to establish an emphirical ion-ion potential. In this approach the

fusion cross section is given by the expression,

The radius r, is taken to be either the minimum of [r {V - £)]] orR .
IU CTl

(taken in the text to bewRj + R_ where R, and R_ are defined half density

radii!). The nuclear part of the potential is given by,

R1R2
^ * 1

where s is the separation distance s - r - R - R , and g(s) is the

emphirical determined function shown in Figure 26.

Using this formalism and taking R . = Rf + R , ® (£)
CFl * w IU8

were calculated i^r the systems discussed here and are shown as dashed

curves on Figures 10—14. The ""goodness of fit1"1 to the data depends, I

suppose, to a large extent on what one's expectations were. The overall

trend of the er. (E), as expected, is reasonably well predicted for all

systems. Upon closer examination, however, some rather glaring

discrepancies between prediction and experiment can be observed.
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While detailed comparisons with the varioas reactions are

clearly of interest., time does not permit it here. Hence the most noticeable

features will be summarized. In the low energy region it is observed that

while the cross section behaviors for some of the systems ere well

predicted, in a majority of the cases they are not. As discussed previously

this appears to reflect the importance of structure effects in determining

the detailed properties of the potential in the surface region, At higher

energies there are several comments that can be made. The basic shape

of 0 {E) in the Mgh energy region as function of the mass of the system

is rather well predicted; from an essentially flat energy dependence for the

more massive O 4 Ca and S + Mg systems to a decreasing cross

section behavior with increasing energy above the energy associated with

for the lighter systems. The slope of the falloff for these light

systems, however, appears to be steeper than measured. While consistent

with those systems 'where no data exist at the highest energies, the predicted

behavior is not consistent with that observed for the C + C and N + C

systems where such data exist. It is interesting to note that the predicted

trend for the N + C system goes very near the data point taken at the

Mghest energy CEj* = 3i2 MeV) which had been proposed as evidence for

a yrast limit on the fusion cross section

A comparison of the predicted 0 to that observed is
JIU.S

shown in Figure 19 where the dashed curve indicates the Bass predictions.

The comparison indicates that the systems studied fall roughly into three



categories: (1) those for wliich the cross section is overpredicted (these

12 12
are the systems which shw oscillatory behavior, i. e., C + C,

lfe 12 16 16
O + C, O + C); (*1) those; for which the cross section is reasonably

well predicted (i. e. , U C + * 3C, WC + % , * 6 ' I8O + 2*Mg, 16O + 26Mg,

Q +. 4°Ca (? ), and 32S + '*4Mg), and J3) those for which the observed

15 12 18 12 19 12
cross section is underpredicted (i. e . , N -r C, C + C, F + C,

and Ne + C). For those systems for which the ny, observed vas
IU.S

larger than predicted {recaJl that R . = R, + R_ was used in all calculations).,
, e n l <L

it might be considered indicative of a larger R . , although the sudden

15 12 20 12
increases in R . for the N •*• C< id Ne -9- C system is in need of

e n

an explanation. Results of microscopic calculations such as those of Glas

and Mosel for these systems could be of great interest. For those

systems for which 0 are overpredicted, one might similarly argue
J U S

that this simply indicates a smaller R . . This explanation is consistent

with microscopic calculations which indicate that when lightly bovnd nuclei

(in our case C and O) are involved, a smaller distance of approach is

necessary for fusion to occur . However, these radii appear anomalously

small and together v/ith the presence of oscillatory structure in the excitation

functions for these systems suggest that the story is more complex -

particularly in view of the recent results which show that line structures

in the fusion channel are correlated with structure observed in the inelastic

and elastic channels *
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V. Discussion

As stated at the beginning, the discussion has been directed

towards determining how well the observed fusion cross section behavior

can be understood in the framework of models based on the macroscopic

properties of the nuclei involved. In these models the fusion process has

been assumed to depend on specific entrance chaunt?, effects; namely, at

low energies on penetration of the potential barrier and at higher energies

on reaching the "critical*1 distance. Other entrance channel effects as well

as the properties of the compound nucleus formed can also potentially impose

limitations on the fusion process. In the following I will briefly discuss the

possible importance of direct reaction channels and the presence ©£ the yrast

line on influencing the fusion cross section behavior and on providing an

explanation for some of the anomalies discussed in the previous section.

I will first consider the 2Q + 12C, O 4 12C, and 1<&O 4 I6O

systems which exhibit oscillatory behavior. For the C + C and O + O

systems which involve the scattering of identical ions only the even I partial

waves are allowed, and this limitation might be expected to be reflected in

the total reaction cross section excitation function, 0 (E) and likewise
react

16 16
in cr (E). For the O + O system the predicted cr (E) does

ius react

exhibit oscillatory behavior and it is observed to be in phase with that

observed in ©• (E) . However, in the case of the C + C system,

where the inelastic excitation of the C(2+) state is a strong process, the

O (EJ does show oscillatory structure, but it is out of phase with that
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seen in 0 , (E). Coupled channels calculations performed by Harar, et ai. ,

for this system show that both Q *EJ and that predicted for «. (£

(assuming « (E) = ©• (E| - o\ JE} are significantly altered by
ids react rael

the inclusion of the inelastic channels indicating that this direct channel

cas influence the properties of a. fEL The story becomes more
IUS

complicated with the results of the recent measurements of Cormier,

et al. ' 'of the inelastic scattering excitation function for the C(2+)

state -where broad structures are observed which are attributed to molecular

shape resonances. As discussed previously (Fig. 17) the structure seen

in the inelastic scattering appears t© be correlated with that observed in

O (E) indicating that the cause of the structures ai ses from the same
zus

source whether it be molecular shape resonances 01 lomething else. In
16 12

the O + C system where both odd and even 1 pai i l waves are allowed

the predicted 0 (E) shows a smooth energy depe lence. However,

based on the results reported by Jacbcinski, et aL for the energy

dependence of the inelastic channel 1 2C{1 O, 16Q)12< 2+) (Fig. 18) a

similar correlation of structure in the inelastic and fusion channels as

12 12that observed for the C -3- C system is indicated. A detailed understanding

of this interdependence of the direct and fucion processes in the presence of

"molecular shape resonances"1 remains a challenge to theorists.

In regard to the sudden changes in o*. for systems which

differed by only one or two nucleons, one can ask the question of whether

these are imposed by the compound nuclei via the yrast line. If one assumes
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a compound nucleus yrast line with a moment of inertia, J = 2/5 MR 9

yrast,
then an expression for ihe yrast limit cross section, 0 (£}9 can be

derived. These predicted cross sections are found to be significantly

larger than those observed experimentally indicating that the yrast lines

123)
d© not impose a limitation. As noted by Harar , however, the predicted

relative magnitudes for the systems he considered { ' N + C,

3 Q + C and F + CJ are in rather good agreement with that

observed. Whether the discrepancy in absolute magnitude indicates an

incorrect assumption for the location of the yrast line at an excitation of

35 to 50 MeV in the compound system, or suggests the importance of some

entrance channel effect not considered remains an open question.

Summary

In this talk experimental results obtained at Argonne and

elsewhere for the fusion cross-section energy dependence for light to

medium weight systems were presented. The most notable features in

these data are the observation of (1) oscillatory structure in or (Ej> for
lus

those systems involving the most tightly bound nuclei in the lp shell and

max
sudden increases in ar for systems which involved nuclei differing

only by one or two nucleons. Comparisons of the experimental cross-section

behaviors in both the low-energy and high-energy regions with macroscopic

model predictions show that significant discrepancies exist. The possible

importance of the structure of the projectile and target on this cross-section

behavior is discussed. From these data it appears that there is ample



- idence that the detailed structure of the projectile and target play an

important role in the fusion process. These results indicate that more

high-quality data sensitive to these "microscopic" features, and theoretical

calculations which attempt to include the detailed structure of the interacting

ions are needed for progress in understanding these phenomena.
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TABLE I. Fusion Reactions Buscussed in This Talk

C JL

c + o
l2

2
V

ANL<Ref» 5), Ref. 6—8

ANL (Ref. ĵ), Ref. 10

ANL<Ref. II}, Rei. 12—15

ANLfRef. 11}, Ref. 15

ANMRef. 4,51, Ref. 16—21

ANJLfRef. 51,, Ref. 17

ANL (Ref. 5}, Ref. 22

Ref. 15,23

Ref. 24

16
o

16o +
 2 4

16C + 4°Ca

16O * 2 4Mg

32S + 2

Ref. 6,25 £ ANL f Ref. 26)]

ANL (Ref. 28|

ANL (Rcf. 27)

Ref. Zb

ANL {Ref. 29, 30)

ANL (Ref. 27)

8NL-ANL{jRef. 3!», 32

People Involved In Argonne Measurements

T. H. Brai»2

K. Dameshvar

Y. Eisen

D. F. Ge^sawian

W. Henuing

D. G. Kovar

J. V. Mafoer

T. R. Ophel

F. W. Prosser, J r .

K. E. Rehra

I. P. Schifi«r

P. Sperr

S. L. Tabor

S. E. Vigdor

P, Zeldman
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TABLE II. CU# and Motet parameters obtained in fating the fusion cross

System

!2C 4 i»c

UC * **K

UC 4- %

c * ©

i2C • I9F

* © • » ©

» © • * *

% # UMS

UQ • 40Ca

fMcV>

6.1?

5.75

4.7

7.69

LSI

0, OK

10.42

16. 00

lU. 56

14.79

22.7(1

2^30

ifmt

t.,5

t.5f

1. SO

1.57

1.60

1.54

1.43

1.57

f.59

1.42

1.47

1.44

Vcri
<MeVJ

- I 0 . f

-10.

-10.

-10.

-10.

-10.

-10.

0 . 0

0 ,0

0.0

-2.7

0.0

r cr i *
(frnj

.95

0.98

0.99

0.93

1.04

1.03

. 6 7

1.08

1.12

1.15

1. 010

0.97

(MeVl

3.5

3,0

2.0

2.91

2.63

2.50

3.0

5.0

5.0

5,0

5.0

5.0

Reference

41

Present Work

t2, Present Work

41

41

41

Present Work

27

27

27

46

31

f ..s «10 MeV assumed for lighter system*.
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Captions

Figure 1: Schematic plot showing distribution of reaction strength as

function of i / E

cm

Figure 2: Shown are the fusion cross section energy dependences for

the 1 2C + I 2 C , 16O + I 2 C , and I 8O + I 2 C systems (Ref. 5).

The Glas and Mosel parameters which fit the smooth behavior

a. e shown in the figure.
12 12Figure 3: A &E vs. E spectrum observed for the C + C reaction

at E = 28. 73 Me?.cm

Figure 4: In the upper figure are shown: {1) Energy spectrum of sodium

ions at e = 8° (E( N) = 86. 3 MeV). The histogram is the

result of a Monte-Carlo calculation, normalized to the total

yield of all evaporation residues, Z = 6 - 12. (2) Energy

spectrum of nitrogen ions at 8 = 15° (E( N) = 167. 1 MeV).

Again the calculation of the evaporation residue component

(histogram) is normalized to the total angle-integrated yield

of all residues, Z = 5 - 12. In the lower figure are shown

comparisons of measured and predicted evaporation-residue

cross sections. The predicted values have only a relative

significance, having been normalized to the total yield (Ref. 12).

16 26Figure 5: A faE vs. E spectrum observed for the O + Mg reaction

at E l a f e = 72 MeV and @ = 6° (Ref. 27).
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*6 40Figure 6: Typical &E vs. E spectra observed for the O -f Ca reaction

at E U b = 140 and 214 MeV (Ref. 29).

Figure 7: Examples of angular distributions for the evaporation-residue

12 12 18 12cross sections measured for the C + C, O + C, and

1 9 F + 12C systems (Ref. 41).

Figure 8: Shown are the fusion cross section angular distributions observed

in 1 6O + 4°Ca reaction at energies 45 s E . . £ 214 MeV {Ref. 29).

Figure 9: Elastic scattering angular distributions measured for the

O + Ca reaction. The solid curves represent optical model

calculation predictions obtained in fitting all energies with an

energy independent potential (Ref. 29).

Figure 10: The measured fusion cross sections for the C + C,

C + C, and N + C systems are shown plotted versus

1/E . The various measurements performed are indicatedcm

by the symbols shown, and the references are listed in Table L

The solid curves represent Glas and Mosel fits to the data as

discussed in the text. The dashed lines are the predictions of

the Bass model (Ref. 13).

Figure 11: The measured fusion cross sections for the O + C,

O + C, and F + C systems are shown plotted versus

1/E . The various measurements performed are indicatedcm

by the symbols shown and the references are listed in Table X.

The solid curves represent Glas and Mosel fits to the data as
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(cont'd. ) Figure 11: discussed in the text. The dashed curves are the predictions

of the recently proposed Bass model (Ref. 3).

16,18 24
Figure 12: The measured fusion cross sections for the O + Mg

and O + Mg systems are shown plotted versus 1/E

(Ref. 27). The solid curves represent: (1) optical model

predicted total reaction cross sections based on fits to

elastic scattering of the energies indicated by the solid squares;

and (2) Glas and Mosel fits to the fusion data as discussed in

the text. The dashed curves represent the predictions of the

recently proposed Bass model (Ref. 3).

16 40
Figure 13: The measured fusion cross sections for the O + Ca and

32 24

S + Mg systems are shown plotted versus 1/E . The

various measurements performed are indicated by the symbols

shown and the references are listed in Table I. The solid

curves represent: (1) optical model predicted total reaction

cross sections based on fits to elastic scattering at the

energies indicated by the solid triangles; and (2) Glas and

Mosel fits to the fusion data as discussed in the text. The

dashed curves represent the predictions of the recently

proposed Bass model (Ref. 3).

Figure 14: The measured fusion cross sections for the O + O system

are shown plotted versus 1/E (Ref. 6,25). The solid curve
cm
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(cont'd.) Figure 14: represents a d a s and Mosel fit to the data as discussed in

the text. The dashed curve is the predicted fusion cross

section behavior of the Bass model (Ref. 3).

Figure 15: Decomposition of the total fusion cross section for the

12 12
C •* C reaction into the various Z-channels contributing

to the cross section. As can be seen the Ne channel i s

responsible for the structure in the total fusion cross section

excitation function.

Figure 16: The fusion cross section excitation function measured by

Kolata, et al. (Ref. 18) for the O + C reaction. The

structures observed m the total fusion cross sections can be

seen to be primarily due to the Ne channel.

Figure 17: Comparison made by Cormier, et al. (Ref. 36) of various

12 12final channels observed in the C + C reaction. Compared

in the figure are inelastic scattering data (B and C) with (1) a

deviation function (A) of the Yale elastic scattering data, (2) the

fusion excitation function (Ref. 4} with background substracted

(D), and, (3) the excitation function for the O (3~ -» 0 ) \ -ray

which is related to the total fusion cross section behavior.

Figure 18: Comparison made by Jachcinski, et aU (Ref. 37) of the

excitation function for the inelastic scattering reaction

C( O, O) C(2+) with three measurements of the total

fusion cross section (B-Ref. 18, C-Ref. 20, and D-Ref. 4)

for the O + C reaction.
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Figure 19: Schematic plot of 0 observed for C and O projectile
MIS

on various targets in the lp and 2s td shell. The solid line

represents the predicted Q. of the Bass model as discussed

in the text.

Figure Comparison of predicted and observed evaporation yields for

several S induced reactions (Ref.

Figure 21; Interaction radii and nuclear potentials predicted by Ngo,

et a l . (Ref. 42} in calculations using the energy density

formalism.

Figure 22: Comparison of interaction radii (r ) extracted from fusion

data with Ihe extrapolated behavior nf rf based on the Nj»o

calculations (Ref. 42). All the plotted r a re those listed in

Table II or referenced in Table I, with the exception of those

1& 17 IK ^7
shown for the ' ' O + Al reactions; these were taken

by Eisen, et a l . (Ref. 50).

Figure 23: Plot of several real potentials obtained in fits to the elastic

scattering of O -3- Ca at IL = 75 MeV. As can be seen

all potential a re found to have the same magnitude a t a distance

of R = 9. 9 ftn.
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Figure 24: Shown in the figure is the emphiricaily derived nuclear

potential (Pot. C) established by constraining a Wood-Saxon

to simultaneously fit the (R, V) values determined in elastic

scattering and fusion cross section measurements (Ref. 4fe).

This potential is compared with several nuclear potentials

calculated based on various theoretical prescription; namely,

the proximity potential (Ref. 47), the Bass potential (Ref. 3),

the boundary condition plus optical model prescription of

Wilczynski (Ref. 48), and the potential of Stancer and

Brink (Ref.

Figure 25: Shown are the fusion cross sections for O 4- Ca as

function of 1/E . Th« straight-line fit a high energies
cm

Is based on the model of Ref, 1. The sensitivity of n. at

low energies to the differences is illustrated by curves

A—E using the fine parameter sets shown, each of which

has been constrained to "fit" the 75-MeV elastic and

high-energy fusion data.

Figure 26: Bass nucleus-nucleus potential, expressed in terms of the

universal function g(s) as defined in the text (Ref, 3).
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16 40
O+ Ca fusion

Woods-Saxon potentials constrained to pass through (R , V ) = (9.90 fm,

-0.471 MeV) and (Rc, ) = (6. 00 fm, -38. 8 MeV)

1=0 barrier

Potential A (fm) Ro (ton) V. (MeV) Rn (fm) V_ (MeV)
B B

A

B

C

D

E

0.370

0.470

0.570

0.670

0.770

8.272

7.S23

7.340

6.765

5.947

38.8

39.6

42.5
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9.6J9
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